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RECENT WORK OF GEOLOGICAL SURVEYS.' 
II. 

SOUTH AFRICA AND AUSTRALASIA. 

THE Geological Commission of the Cape of Good Hope 
has issued Sheets 33 and 41 of the geological map 

of the colony on the scale of 1 / 238,000, covering the 
country to the north-east a nd south-east of Prieska, and 
just reaching to De Aar. A long stretch of the Orange 
River wand2rs through Sheet 41, and its excavating action 
has here a nd there revealed the rocks below the prevailing 
Dwyka series. To the north-west the ground rises, and 
the Transvaal system, with the dolomi tes, appears in force. 
Sheet 33 is a remarkable performance considering the 
small staff of the Survey , and shows· the sinuous outcrops 
·:> f the K arroo doleritic sheets invading the Ecca shales 
and the Dwyka series over 3000 square miles of country. 
Complicated inliers of the older rocks appear in the north
west. The country shown in these maps is described in 
the Annual Report of the Geologica l Commission for 1908 
(1909). The ring-like outcrops of the ig neous sills in 
Sheet 33 are explained by the presence 
of tectonic basins, whereby an escarp-
m ent of dolerite, facing outwa rds, 
encloses an area of overlying Ecc:1 
shales. On p. r 1 r of the report Mr. 
A. L. du Toit describes the kimb~r
li te and allied pipes and fissures in 
the Prieska-Britstown region, giving 
interesting sections to show the typical 
dome-formation in the strata where the 
pipes have broken through. A careful 
study has been made of the inclusions 
of garnet-granulite and eclogite that 
are so characteristic of the pipes, and 
the author shows that they have been 
brought up from rocks, possibly of 
s edimentary origin, that were metamor
phosed at considerable depths. Dr. 
A. W. Rogers (p. 135) has re-examined 
the Tygerberg near Prince Albert 
Village, and continues to maintain , in 
opposition to Dr. Sandberg, that the 
structure is that of an ordinary anti
clina l (see NATURE, vol. lxxvi., p. 4.23). 

t1 ate the spread of material a long schistose surfaces per
pendi cular to the pressure (Rieke 's principle), and the 
production of minerals of small molecular volume 
(Lepsius's law of volumes). \Ve should like, however, 
to hear more of the relation of the foliation-planes of the 
most a ltered types of shale to the original bedding, since 
we believe that these features are frequently coincident in 
highly a ltered -contact-rocks. Chromite occurs concentrated 
in bands in the hypersthenite of the L ydenburg district 
(p. 59), and similar bands are described by Mr. Humphrey 
(p. 89) in the norite of Kroonendal, near Rustenburg. 
Mr. Hall has been able to extend his conclusions as to 
the potency of contact-metamorphism to the country south
west of Rustenburg (p. 66). Mr. Kynaston reports on 
the cassiterite deposits in the \Vaterberg district, where 
the hilly . ground falls northward to the Limpopo. The 
ore is found in granite in pipes of circular or oval section, 
which are formed of highly altered granite, with ore con
centrated towards their margins (pp. 97 and 100). These 
~.re compared with smaller occurrences in New South 
\Vales. Our knowledge of Waterberg is extended by 

The Geological Survey of the Tran s
vaal Mines D epartment shows great 
vitality. The large areas mapped and 
reported on in a year may be seen in 
the maps recording progress , appended 
to the reports for 1907 and 1908. In 
the report for 1907 (received in July, 
1909) attention is properly directed by 
the Secretary for Mines to the in ter
r elation of the so-called scientific and 

FIG. 1.-Kopje of Waterbt::rg Sandstone, country Wo;!S t of Potgietersrust, Transvaal. 

economic duties of the Survey. From time to t ime a brief 
defence of this kind becomes necessary; but it requires some 
d elicacy, since few geologists would like to set down in print 
the extraordinary ignorance of ear th-structure prevailing 
among prospectors and. " practical men." Support could 
always be given, however, to coloni a l surveyors by those in 
European countries, who know how small detai ls of dip, 
unconformity, or rock-sequence · shown upon their laborious 
la rge-scale maps, or perhaps revealed by palaeontological 
studies, prove again and again of service to inquirers in 
directing their operations or in diverting them to more 
profitable fi elds. Geological surveys play, moreover, a 
high education al part in explaining the features and 
his torical devc!opment of a J;0untry, and it should -be the 
pride of a growing nati on to allow natural sciences to take 
the place th at has been accorded to dead languages in 
more conservative lands. In the report for 1907 Mr. 
A. L. Hall describes the geology of the Haenertsburg-
11:oldfields, and shows (p. 53) how the stratified rocks of 
the Pretoria ser ies have ken metamorphosed by the Bu sh 
veld granite, yielding every variety of type, from bedded 
shales with new minerals to strongly marked schists and 
g-neisses. H e urges that, while pressures have operated 
durin~ this contact-alteration, dynamic metamorphism is 
insufficient to ·account for the phenomena. The rocks illus-

1 rontinnf'd from p. 382, 
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Messrs. Kynaston a nd Mellor in the report for 1908. The 
\Vaterberg Sandstones, which are somewhat like our Old 
Red Sandstones , form characteristic tower-like kopjes 
(Fig. 1). The pipes of tin-ore. occur on each side of the 
granite ridge that runs north-west near Zaaiplaats, and 
are already being well developed (p. 46). In a country 
where fossiliferous strata are so rare, petrography naturally 
plays a large part, a nd the metamorphic zones of both the 
older and younger granite rece ive careful description in 
various papers in this report. The younger granite of 
Waterberg, a handsomely red rock, yielded boulders to 
the Upper Waterberg series, but continued to send off
shoots into this series in the Hoekbergen and the Middle
burg district to the south-east. Deposits of manganese, 
zinc, and lead ore, and of gold are described by Mr. W. A. 
Humphrey from the Marico district away west; the 
Malmani goldfield, which has been worked sporadically, 
lies not far from Mafeking. These reports, which are 
priced at only 7s. 6d. each, are, as usual, well illustra ted 
by landscapes and by coloured maps and sections. The 
Survey has also issued a special octavo memoir on the 
Waterberg tinfields (1909, price 7s. 6d.), in which the 
conclusions and illustrative sections are reproduced in a 
convenient form. The ore-bodies are discussed in detail, 
and a small example of the remarkable cylindrical pipes 
is well shown in a photograph in Plate viii. 
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The Annual Report of the Geological Survey of \Vestcrn 
Australia for 1908 (Perth, 1909) contains an account of 
the phosphatic deposits of Christmas Island, by Mr. H. P. 
'Woodward. The travertine that has become phospha
tised from above is about 2 feet thick, and is ascribed to 
the evaporation of capillary waters, which bring calcium 
carbonate in solution from underlying shelly sands. This 
kind of rock may be matched in South Africa and in other 
countries where ·rains are only seasonal. The fundamental 
rocks appear along the coast and in bold hills at the north 
and south ends of the island. They are granite, gneiss, 
and schist, with basic dykes rich in magnetite. A large 
number of analyses of the phosphatic beds and a map of 
the island are supplied. The Survey has reprinted three 
earlier bulletins on the Pilbara goldfield in a compact 
little volume (1908), with a large number of folding maps 
and plans. This goldfield is in a tropical region east of 
the Yule River. The gold occurs in quartz-reefs, mainly 
in a green schist series, ,vhich is probably of igneous 
origin. Alluvial tin-ore is also worked, and has been 

(p. IO) ; bands of laterite, moreover, traverse the countt;y 
hke lodes, but are believed to be only the weathered tops. 
of basic igneous dykes (p. 12). Certain andalusite-scricite 
schists are attributed to the alteral'on of granites rich in 
soda and alumina (pp. 21 and 23). The coloured map of 
Ravensthorpe is impressive, with its grand series of basic 
dykes running across the granite fron1 a greenston·~ region 
in the north-west. These dykes can usually be rec,;ignised 
across country by the rich red soil upon them. Bulletin 
No. 37 (1909), by Mr. C. G. Gibson, is of imperial import
ance, being a description of the geology along the p ropose,! 
transcontinental line of railway through Australia from 
west to east, so far as . the route lies in the State of 
\Vestern Australia. The illustrations of camels procuring 
water at small holes in bush and desert are not encouraging 
to the townsman, but will probably serve only as a stimulus 
in these lands of healthy enterprise. These remarkably 
cheap reports, in which maps and memoirs are ·combined, 
must be of immense service in a country intent on under• 
standing its resources. 

Fie. 2.-!vlount Lambert, N1:::w Zc:ala:nd Alps, with glacier broken by a precipice in its des~e:u. 

traced to local granite m:bscs. Bulletin No. 32 . (1908, 
price 2s.) is also a guide to miners in special districts. 
The tests given for the ready discrimination of ores are 
an excellent feature, and that on p. 12, for cassiterite in 
a concentrate of similar heavy minerals, is new and 
fascinating. Native tin has been found (p. 22) in the 
Greenbushes tinfield in the south-west of the State, and is 
attributed to the action of bush-fires on surface ores. 
TantaEte is of growing importance in Australian field:;. 
Mr. Gibb Maitbnd pointed out some years ago that the 
laterite of the Grcenbushes area is being denuded away. 
Mr. H. P. \Voodward now stat,,,, (p. 31) that the deposit 
appears in places :1s a zone between two alluviu:ns. It 
has resulted from the alteration of rocks as dive,·se a,; 
diabasic schist and alluvium, under conditions of climate 
that may have been recurrent, but which do not now 
prevail. Bulletin No. 35 (1909) deals with the gold and 
cooper deposits of the Phillips River Goldfield, about 150 
miles east ~f Albany. The basic schists of the region are 
capped by laterite and the serpentines by magnesite 
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The Secretary for Mines for South Australia issues a 
review of mining operations in the State for 1908 (Adelaide, 
1c,09). :\fr. H. Brown describes certain phosphate deposits 
(p. 2 1 ), which have a general interest because of their 
irterstratification with Cambrian clays, sandstones, and 
limestones. It is suggested, as in the case of the \Vclsh 
beds, that the calcium phosphate results from the abund
ar:cc of organisms which utilised it in their shells in 
Pal~ozoic tim,cs. At present these deposits are over
shc.dowcd com:11:crciallv bv Christmas and Ocean };.lands. 

The Geological Sui:vcy· of New South \Vales issues a 
repost and map, by :>fr. E. C. Andrews, on the Drake 
Gold and Copper Field, where folding at the close of 
Carboniferous times was accompanied by surc 0essive 
intrusions of grarnt1c maf.(rnas of decreasing basicity. 
Dioritic dykes then broke through, with which the gold, 
copper, lead, and silver ores are associated. The mineral 
fratures are thus of early Mesozoic af.(e (p. 6). The 
porphyritic· hornblende-granite of Malarra (p. 9), a member 
of the earlier intrusions, seems of unusual attraction 
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as an ornamental stone. There is a somewhat exceptional hemisphere, are here illustrated from 45° south latitude. 
mingling of sound geology and mining applications in this Espec ia lly remarkable, howeve 1·, are the terraces carved 
compact report. The Survey shows a keen interest in nut on Ben More above Lake Luna, in a. quartzose mica
palreontology in its Reoords, vol. viii., part iv. (1909, schist (p. 31), which Prof. Park believes to be. unique 
price /S, 6d.). Mr. R. Etheridge, among other contribu- features of ice-erosion (Fjg, 3). The author .contributes 
tions by him, describes a large tubular organism from a short essay on ice-flow and the excavating· powers of 
Gotlandian strata, allied to the Carboniferous Mitchel- glaciers. References to the structure of glacier-ice and to 
de,rnia. Dr. A. S. Woodward adds to our knowledge of experiments on its plasticity would have rendered this 
the labyr inthodont Bothriceps. Mr. G'. \V. Card continues more complete , but enough is said to excite interest. The 
hi~ painstaking determinations of the minerals of the bulletin concludes with an account' of local gold-mines, and 
State , and the analyst, Mr. J. Mingaye, supplies details of : the maps cover the important areas in which alluvium 
irnportance to all chemists as to the modes of separation has been worked, or in which the quartz-reefs seem of 
o f thoria from monazite (p. 276). promi se. As usual, for beauty of illustration and the 

;\fr. W. E. Cameron has written for the Queensland excellent production of the accompanying maps, these 
Geologkal Survey a second report on the Etheridge Gold- New Zealand bulletins remain unsurpassed. 
fi eld (Brisbane, 1909), where the ores occur in reefs in G. A. J.C. 
granite , or associated, like those of the Drake Field in 
New South \Vales, with basic dykes, which here penetrate 
schists . The Survey has also issued a third edition of a ! THE 
very use ful geological and mining map of Queensland, on 

LINNEAN SOCIETY'S DISCUSSION 
THE ORIGIN OF VERTEBRATES. 

ON 

the sca le of I inch to forty miles. 
In Bulletin No. 6 of the New Zealand Geological Survey 

(1908, price 2s. 6d.) Mr. P. G. Morgan describes the 
sout hern part of North \Vestland, o_n the western coast 
of the South Island. The author feels strongly that high 
ground existed in the oceanic area to the west down to 
the commencement of Pliocene times (pp. 34 '1nd 37), and 

DU RI \I G the past fifty years one of the chief tasks to 
which zo<Jlogists have applied themselves· .has been 

the reconstruction of the phylogeny of the animal kingdom 
in accordance with the principles of evolution lajd down 
by Charles Darwin. This task is still far from being com
pleted, a lthough no one can doubt that very substantial 

progress has been made. The. evidence 

Fie. 3.~Ice-caned terrace; on slope of-Ben l\Iore, Western Ota.go. 

is still very imp_erf~ct, and eyery in
crease of knowledge makes. more. clear 
the need for extreme cautiowin .draw
i ng condusions. · . When . we think of 
the familiar comparison of: the 11nimal 
kingdom · to a luxuriantly br;rnching 
tree of which only a few of the top
most twigs are known . to. us in the 
living· condition, while at the s.ame 
time we are only able. to reco'(er. from 
the past the most fragmentary records 
of the millions of extinct forms; we 
are able to realise why it .is that .most 
zoologists at present refuse , to commit 
themselves to any particular .theory of 
the origin of vertebrates: . Of ·course, 
numerous theories have ht;en . put for. 
ward from time to . time, . but none 
has · met . with - anything like . general 
acceptance, and .there .appears .to be a 
widespread feeling that in . the present 
state o,f our knowledge · any such 
theo1'y is somewhat premature. The 
discussion of the .subject, . howeyer, 
cannot fail to be of use in stimula6ng 
thought, and the debate· which has 
occupied ·the last two meetings of t.he 
Linnean Society has naturally aroused 

that this land <l,sappeared only when the present Alps of 
'iew· Zeabnd rose towards their maximum height. A 
relic is bel ieved to remain in the Carboniferous Greenland 
se, :es (p. 96), which is folded ·almost a•t right angles to 
the trend o f the Southern Alps. The conglomerates of 
the Oligocene or Miocene Koiterangi series (p. 102) are 1 
at first g lac ial and then fluviatile , and their pebbles may I 
h"ave descended from the old· western highlands. The 
1nodern g lacial features of the interior furnish material 
for severa l stri king photographs (Fig. 2). 

Prof. James Park, in Bulletin No. 7 (1909, price 2s. 6d.), 
has an equally grand field in the Queenstown subdivision 
of western Otago. Queenstown lies on the winding Lake 
\Vakat:pu , which is fifty miles in length, and close against 
~errated Alpine ranges. The main theme of this splendidly 
illustrated monograph is the ev,idence for widespread 
Pleistocene g laciation in the South Isla nd. All the signs 
of confluent glaciers, developing into an ice-;,heet, are here 
brought together in an argument that appears complete. 
Th~ decline · of the ice seems to have been as rapid ·as in 
Europe, giving rise to " unpara lleled tlm~atile activity " 
(p . 41) . The late Pliocene elevation of the country is held 
to have had considerable influence · on the refrigeration, 
,,nd the Pleistocene subsidence was accompani·ed by 
recess ion of the ice. Striated surfaces, boulder-clays, 
drumlins, eskers, and all the features familiar in our 
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considerable interest . 
Dr. Gaske ll, as opener, expounded, in his usual brilliant 

style , his own particular theory of the origin of vertebrates 
from a n ar thropod ancestor. This theory has already been 
before the scientific public for many years, but has met 
with little favour amongst professiona l zoologists, most of 
whom find it impossible to believe that a highly specialised 
Limulus-like a rthro pod could have given rise to such a 
very diffe1·ent type of organisation as the vertebrate. Dr. 
Gaskell, as i~ well known, bases his argument mainly 
upon his study of the Ammoca:tes larva of ·the lamprey, 
betwee n which and the king-crab he endeavours to draw 
a v,~ry close co1nparison. 

The k eynote of this comparison lies in the central 
nervous system. The ventricles of the brain, with their 
lining epithelium, are supposed to· represent the arthropod 
stomach, and the central canal of the spinal cord the 
intestine. The infundibulum is the ancestral resophagus, 
and the ncurcnter>e canal the ancient vent. Around this 
tubular foundation the various ganglia of the arthropod 
nervous system have become arranged to form the nervous 
tissue of the vertebrate brain and spinal cord. The 
original functions of the ancestral alimentary canal have 
disappeared, a nd it has been finally replaced by an entirely 
new structure developed from a respiratory chamber in 
some pal~ostracan ancesto1·. This theory, of course, lands 
us in a serious difficulty from the embryological point of 
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